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Single-cell analysis reveals melanocytes may
promote in�ammation in chronic wounds through
proteinase-activated receptor-2
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Abstract
Background

Wound healing is a complex, highly regulated process that is critical for restoring the anatomic and
functional integrity of the skin after injury, which requires the interaction of various cell types. During
acute wound healing, epidermal cells will activate at precise temporal stages, and proper communication
will occur between different cells and will restore the skin integrity eventually. However, why the chronic
wounds stagnate in an unde�ned non-healing state and how the epidermal cells interact with each other
in the chronic wound environment is still unclear. To provide new insights into chronic wound healing, we
reconstructed the variations in the epidermal cell-cell communication network that occur in chronic
wound healing via single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) data analysis.

Methods

We used the count matrix of scRNA-seq data to create a Seurat object with the R package “Seurat” which
was analyzed using default parameters. GO analysis was performed for the differentially expressed
genes with Enrichr by R package “Cluster Pro�ler”. Then we created a CellChat object with the R package
“CellChat” from Seurat and reconstructed the cell-cell autocrine and paracrine signaling interactions
through CellChatDB.

Results

Six cell types are annotated in each wound type and through comparing the acute and chronic wounds
we found that cellular and molecular interactions of epidermal cells are enhanced in chronic wounds.
Especially, the PTN and PAR signaling pathways were signi�cantly changed in chronic wounds. Then we
found the melanocyte cell population was the dominant sender of PTN and PAR signaling pathways and
the most contributing ligand-receptor pairs of the PTN and PAR signaling pathways were PTN-SDC1 and
CTSG-F2RL1 respectively.

Conclusions

In this study, we used CellChat to reconstruct the epidermal cell-cell autocrine and paracrine signaling
networks and try to understand the underlying molecular and physiological perturbations in non-healing
wounds. we speculate that melanocytes may play a key role in skin regeneration, and that the absence of
the PTN pathway and increasing PAR signaling pathways may disrupt the healing in chronic wounds. In
addition, we identi�ed that CTSG and PTN may respectively be a novel potential target and a therapeutic
strategy in the treatment of chronic wounds.

Background
Wound healing is a complex, highly regulated process that is critical for restoring the anatomic and
functional integrity of the skin after injury, which requires the interaction of various cell types. There is no
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speci�c de�nition of a chronic wound, but it is widely accepted that acute wounds undergo the coherent
and overlapped four stages of wound healing, including hemostasis, in�ammation, proliferation, and
remodeling/maturation.

In contrast, chronic wounds fail to progress normally through these canonic stages, often characterized
by a stalled unde�ned non-healing state, where dysregulated in�ammation hinders the regeneration
process, causing decreased angiogenesis, hyperproliferative non-migratory epithelium, dysregulated
levels of cytokines/growth factors, and/or increased protease activity, and �brosis [1-5]. In addition,
hyperpigmentation of the skin can be found along the edges of most chronic wounds, whereas in some
cases hypopigmentation can be found post-recovery. Various pathological states result in the
development of chronic lesions, including arterial or venous insu�ciency, diabetes, undue pressure on the
skin, presence of a foreign body, and infection [6], contributing to high mortality rates and medical costs
[7].

The epidermis is an external, strati�ed epithelium [8] constituted by several distinct cell populations.
Among these, keratinocytes and melanocytes are prevalent, but a smaller population of immune cells can
also be found. Keratinocytes are arranged in four layers to protect subcutaneous tissues and are in
contact with melanocytes, dendritic, neural crest-derived cells that synthesize melanosomes [9, 10].
Keratinocytes and melanocytes compose “the epidermal melanin unit” anatomical relationship, and it is
reckoned that each melanocyte is in contact with around forty keratinocytes in the basal and suprabasal
layers, with melanosomes being transported via dendrites to the surrounding keratinocyte [11, 12].
Immune cells participate in skin adaptive and innate immunity, regulate every stage of wound healing via
the secretion of various cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors [13-16]. 

During acute wound healing, epidermal cells will activate at precise temporal stages, and proper
communication will occur between resident or recruited, immune or non-immune cells. However, why the
chronic wounds stagnate in an unde�ned non-healing state and how the epidermal cells interact with
each other in the chronic wound environment is still unclear. To provide new insights into chronic wound
healing, we reconstructed the variations in the epidermal cell-cell communication network that occur in
chronic wound healing via single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) data analysis. 

Methods
scRNA-seq data and analysis work�ow

We retrieved the �ltered read count matrix of 1170 cells from uninjured skin and wound epidermis
(GSE137897) from the GEO. We next used the count matrix to create a Seurat object with the R package
“Seurat” (Version 4.0.4) both for data containing (i.e., the count matrix) and analysis (i.e., Normalizing,
PCA, clustering, and UMAP/tSNE); then, the single-cell datasets were analyzed using default
parameters[17].

Gene ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) analyses 
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GO analysis was performed for the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) with Enrichr by R package
“Cluster Pro�ler” (Version 4.0.5) [18, 19]. Among the GO biological process terms with p <= 0.01 and
KEGG terms with p <= 0.05.

Inference and analysis of cell-cell communication 

We created a CellChat object with the R package “CellChat” (Version 1.1.3) from Seurat and reconstructed
the cell-cell autocrine and paracrine signaling interactions through CellChatDB, a manually curated
database, to identify the conserved and context-speci�c signaling pathways in different wound healing
conditions[20]. 

Results
Classi�cation of epidermal cell constitution of uninjured skin and wounds

We retrieved and analyzed the �ltered read count matrix of 1170 cells from three different conditions, i.e.,
normal skin (n = 391), acute wounds (AW, n = 398), and pressure ulcers (PU, n = 381) (cells that passed
the quality control) from the GEO(GSE137897) [21]. These epidermal cells were separated into six
clusters each by Seurat clustering (Figure 1A, B, C). The annotation based on that basal layer keratinocyte
had the highest expression levels of KRT5 and KRT14; spinous keratinocyte displayed high DSG1 and
DSP levels with the highest expression of KRT1 and KRT10; granular keratinocyte expressed a suite of
late differentiation markers, including LOR, FLG, and SPINK5; and melanocytes had a higher expression of
PMEL, TYRP1, and MLANA, whereas immune cells had higher levels of CD74. Combining canonical, novel
markers in differential analysis and KEGG/GO analysis allowed us to annotate different clusters (Figure
1D, E, F, G) [22-26].

In uninjured skin, we annotated one basal (n = 106), granular (n = 74), and spinous (n = 74) keratinocyte
cluster, one cluster named melanocytes (n =65), one for immune cell (n = 58) and one termed as “mitotic”
(n = 14) because of the high level of well-recognized DNA synthesis and cell division transcripts, such as
PCNA and KI67 (Figure 1H).

Following the same criterion, we annotated two basal (n = 88 and n =72) keratinocyte clusters, one
spinous (n = 100) keratinocyte cluster, one melanocytes cluster (n = 11), one immune cell cluster (n = 85)
and one “mitotic” cluster (n = 42) in AW (Figure 1I). In PU, we annotated one basal (n = 66) and one
spinous (n = 66) keratinocyte cluster respectively, one melanocyte (n = 31) cluster, two immune cell
clusters (n = 83 and n = 81) and a “mitotic” cluster (n = 54) (Figure 1J).

Cellular and molecular interactions of epidermal cells are enhanced in chronic wounds

We used CellChat to predict the general principles of cell-cell communication. Comparing the total
number of interactions and interaction strength, we found that cell-cell communication was enhanced in
chronic wound conditions (Figure 2A). Furthermore, we compared the number of interactions and
interaction strength among different cell populations to identify those which showed signi�cant changes.
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We found that signaling was increased between immune cells and other cells in PU compared with AW.
Spinous and mitotic cell population communication was increased in PU, where mitotic cell populations
were the busiest in signaling. The interaction between mitotic cells and immune cells was strongest in PU
(Figure 2B, C, D).

PTN and PAR signaling pathways were signi�cantly changed in chronic wounds

We identi�ed the signi�cantly altered signaling pathways by simply comparing the information �ow for
each, which is de�ned by the sum of communication probabilities among all pairs of cell groups in the
inferred network (i.e., the total weights in the network). Signi�cantly changed signaling pathways were
ranked based on differences in the overall information �ow within the inferred networks between the AW
and PU. As shown in Figure 3A, the leading signaling pathways depicted in red are enriched in AW,
whereas those in green are enriched in PU. The results show the signaling pathways with the strongest
variation in increase or decrease of activity, which include those of pleiotrophin (PTN), prosaposin
(PSAP), Secreted Ly-6/uPAR-related protein (SLURP), epidermal growth factor (EGF), VISVATIN, which
also called visfatin, calcitonin receptor (CALCR), and the protease-activated receptor (PAR) signaling
pathway.

We further analyzed the outgoing and incoming signaling associated with each cell population between
AW and PU (Figure 3B, C, D). In PU, results showed a major decrease in signaling from melanocytes, such
as the PTN and PSAP pathways, whereas the highest increase was registered in the PAR pathway, also
from the melanocyte population. Other signi�cantly changed signaling pathways were EGF, visfatin, and
CALCR from the basal cell population. Overall, signaling pathways from the melanocyte population were
the most altered between AW and PU. This indicates that melanocytes may play an important role in
wound healing.

The melanocyte cell population was the dominant sender in PTN and PAR signaling pathways 

To de�ne the signaling sources most subject to variation, we identi�ed the dominant senders, receivers,
mediators, and in�uencers in the substantially altered pathways. The PTN signaling pathway was only
present in AW, where melanocytes are the senders, and spinous, basal, immune, and mitotic cells are the
receivers. The major mediators and in�uencers of the PTN signaling pathway are the immune cells
(Figure 4A). In the PAR signaling pathway, the major senders are the melanocytes, whereas the spinous
and mitotic cells are the main receivers and accept almost all the other cells’ in�uence (Figure 4B).
Therefore, the absence of the PTN signaling pathways and the increased PAR signaling pathway from the
melanocytes of chronic wounds, indicate that melanocytes may play a crucial role in the healing process.

Next, we identi�ed the upregulated and downregulated signaling ligand-receptor pairs in PU and
determined the communication probabilities mediated by ligand-receptor pairs from melanocytes to other
cell groups (Figure 4C). This showed that the highest communication probabilities mediated by ligand-
receptor pairs are substantially changed from melanocytes compared to other cell groups, such as CTSG-
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F2RL1, CTSG-PARD3, CTSG-F2R, which belong to the PAR signaling pathway, and PTN-SDC1, PTN-SDC3,
and PTN-NCL, which are part of the PTN signaling pathway.

PTN-SDC1 pairs in the PTN signaling pathway may regulate epithelial cell proliferation and migration
during wound healing

To determine what type of effects the substantially changed signaling pathways may bring to the receiver
cell populations, we calculated the most contributing ligand-receptor pairs in cell-cell communication in
the most altered signaling pathway. We narrowed down the analysis to the most highly contributing pairs
to analyze the information between sender and receiver cells.

The most contributing ligand-receptor pair of the PTN signaling pathway, which is only present in AW,
was PTN-SDC1 (Figure 5A, B). PTN is only expressed in the melanocyte population and is a secreted
growth factor that mediates signaling via cell-surface proteoglycan and non-proteoglycan receptors via
their chondroitin sulfate (CS) groups [27-31]. Syndecan-1 (SDC1) is a cell surface proteoglycan that
participates in cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions, a growth factor coreceptor involved in wound healing
[32-35]. SDC1 expression was the highest in almost all cells, indicating that melanocytes can affect other
cell populations through PTN-SDC1 binding (Figure 5C, D).

PTN gene expression is upregulated in brain injury [36], and is involved in bone repair [37], angiogenesis
[38-40], regulation of epithelial cell migration, and keratinocyte proliferation [41, 42]. In previous studies,
PTN and SDC1 expression was found to be upregulated in brain injury and promote epithelial cell
proliferation and migration during wound healing. However, the PTN-SDC1 ligand-receptor pair, in other
words, the PTN pathway, is absent in PU, so we speculate that melanocytes may play a key role in skin
regeneration, and that the absence of the PTN pathway may disrupt healing in chronic wounds.

CTSG-F2RL1 pairs in the PAR signaling pathway may lead to chronic in�ammation in chronic wounds

PAR signaling pathways are only present in PU. PARs are a family of G-protein-coupled receptors that are
irreversibly activated by proteolytic cleavage of their N-terminus. This exposes a peptidic ligand that
binds and activates the transmembrane receptor domain, provoking a cellular cascade in response to
in�ammatory signals and other stimuli. PARs are involved in a wide variety of diseases, such as cancer
and in�ammation [43, 44].

The ligand-receptor pair in the PAR pathway that contributes most to cell-cell communication is CTSG-
F2RL1 (Figure 6A, B). CTSG, also known as cathepsin G, has a serine protease with trypsin- and
chymotrypsin-like speci�city. CTSG is synthesized and secreted by neutrophils, mast cells, and antigen-
presenting cells [45-48]. CTSG is also found in some non-immune cells, such as endothelial and smooth
muscle cells [49], brain astrocytes [50], �broblasts [51], and in Paneth cells – specialized epithelial cells
underneath the crypts of Lieberkühn [52, 53]. We also found that CTSG was expressed in the melanocyte
population of PU. F2RL1 is a receptor for trypsin and trypsin-like enzymes coupled to G proteins and is
activated through proteolytic cleavage of its extracellular amino terminus [43]. F2RL1 is expressed in
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almost all cells except melanocytes, and we can deduce that melanocytes can send their signal to other
cell populations through CTSG-F2RL1 binding (Figure 6C, D).

Previous studies have found that CTSG is elevated in chronic wounds and inhibits regeneration [54-56]
and promotes in�ammation [57]. F2RL1 can reduce cell migration through actin cabling and can prevent
the internalization of E-cadherin [58]. Its stimulation can promote in�ammation and in�ammatory cell
in�ltration [59-61]. Therefore, CTSG binding to F2RL1 may promote in�ammation in and reduce migration
of the epithelium cells during wound healing. However, CTSG-F2RL1 ligand-receptor pair, i.e., the PAR
pathway, is increased in PU, adding evidence that melanocytes may play a key role in wound healing. The
increase in the PAR pathway may contribute to chronic in�ammation and inhibition of cell migration in
the epithelium of chronic wounds.

Discussion
PU are chronic lesions, localized injuries to the skin and underlying soft tissue caused by pressure, shear,
friction, or a combination of these, often present in patients with limited mobility or sensory perception
and paralyzed or unconscious patients who can neither sense nor reply to the intermittent need for
changing the position[62-65].

The role of melanocytes in wound healing was �rst observed in the 1950s when it was reported that
melanocytes appeared in the new epithelial covering within 4–6 days following the lesion [66]. Although,
melanocytes were found to undergo mitosis in the adjacent uninjured skin and synthesize melanin, the
melanocytes within the migrating epidermis did not have high melanin expression [67]. Previous studies
reported that melanocytes are involved in regulating keratinocyte differentiation [68], which in turn
regulate melanogenesis by paracrine effect [69].

To further understand the role of melanocytes in wound healing, one must focus on the intricate cellular
and molecular interactions between melanocytes, keratinocytes, and immune cells. We used CellChat to
reconstruct the epidermal cell-cell autocrine and paracrine signaling networks and compared the number
of interactions and their strength among different cell populations to identify substantial alterations in
the interactions between them. Furthermore, we identi�ed which pathways were signi�cantly upregulated
or downregulated in PU by comparing the information �ow and determined their corresponding signaling
ligand-receptor pairs. To identify the main sources in the substantially altered signaling pathway, we
identi�ed its dominant senders, receivers, mediators, and in�uencers. The results showed that the main
sources of the most upregulated and downregulated signaling pathways were melanocytes. This
suggests that melanocytes may play a crucial role in healing and that these alterations are responsible
for hindering the regeneration process in chronic wounds.

To determine how melanocytes affect other cells' behavior by autocrine and paracrine signaling, we
calculated the highest contributing ligand-receptor pairs of the substantially altered pathway and found
the pairs’ gene expression in each cell. We found that melanocytes increase keratinocyte proliferation and
migration during skin regeneration mostly via the PTN-SDC1 ligand-receptor pairs of the PTN signaling
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pathway. Previous studies reported that the PTN signaling pathway regulates cell survival, cell growth,
cell differentiation in several tissues, namely neuron, and bone, and increases the phosphorylation of
AFAP1L2 to activate the PI3K-AKT pathway by binding to PTPRZ1 to regulate oligodendrocyte precursor
cell differentiation [35, 70-73]. However, the PTN signaling pathway is absent in chronic wounds, which
may contribute to delayed re-epithelialization.

Additionally, we found that melanocytes may contribute to chronic in�ammation and inhibition of cell
migration in the epithelium of chronic wounds through CTSG-F2RL1 ligand-receptor pairs. Previous
studies reported that CTSG is involved in connective tissue remodeling at sites of in�ammation and in the
killing and digestion of engulfed pathogens, exerting an antimicrobial function [74-77]. CTSG also binds
to PARD3, which increases cell division and cell polarization, increases epithelial tight junctions, and
decreases epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition [78, 79], which may lead to decreased angiogenesis and
hyperproliferative non-migratory epithelium. Although PRSS3-F2R ligand-receptor pairs have low
contribution in the PAR signaling pathway, PRSS3 is also a member of the trypsin family of serine
proteases [80] and F2R is a member of the PARs, therefore PRSS3-F2R binding may produce a similar
effect to CTSG-F2RL1 binding. Melanocytes may regulate other epithelial cells to modulate in�ammatory
responses or promote in�ammation via the PAR signaling pathway, which is upregulated in PU and may
result in chronic in�ammation in chronic wounds. Overall, skin lesion stimulates the proliferation of
melanocytes in wound-adjacent uninjured skin, and melanocytes, in turn, regulate in�ammation, cell
proliferation, and cell migration during wound healing.

Conclusions
In this study, we used CellChat to reconstruct the epidermal cell-cell autocrine and paracrine signaling
networks and try to understand the underlying molecular and physiological perturbations in non-healing
wounds. The PTN-SDC1 signaling pair, from the PTN signaling pathway, may promote epithelial cell
proliferation and migration in wound healing; this depends on melanocytes and is absent in chronic
wounds. The CTSG-F2RL1 signaling pair in the PAR pathway, in contrast, increases in�ammation and
reduces epithelial cell migration during healing; in PU, the signals of this pathway that originate from
melanocytes are upregulated, which may lead to a prolonged and increased in�ammatory state and
inhibition of cell migration in chronic wounds. In conclusion, we identi�ed that CTSG and PTN may
respectively be a novel potential target and a therapeutic strategy in the treatment of chronic wounds.
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Figure 1

Classi�cation of uninjured skin and wound epidermal cell constitution. A, B, C, Cluster number of different
resolutions in three sample types. D, E, F, G, GO and KEGG analyses of each cluster for cluster annotation.
H, I, J, Heatmap of one cell population's top 10 genes’ expression to other cell populations(yellow), some
genes are not shown. 
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Figure 2

Comparison of the number of interactions and interaction strength among different cell populations. A,
Comparison of the total number of interactions and interaction strength; cell-cell communication is
enhanced in chronic wounds. B, The number of interactions between any two cell populations in acute
wounds (AW) and pressure ulcers (PU). C, The differential number of interactions or interaction strength
in the cell-cell communication network between AW and PU. The top colored bar plot represents the sum
of the column of values displayed in the heatmap (incoming signals). The right colored bar plot
represents the sum of the row of values (outgoing signals). In the color bar, red (or blue) represents
increased (or decreased) signaling in the PU compared to AW. D, The differential number of interactions
and interaction strength between any two cell types. Red (or blue) colored edges represent increased (or
decreased) signaling in the PU compared to the AW.
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Figure 3

Comparison of the overall information �ow of each signaling pathway. A. Signi�cant signaling pathways
were ranked based on differences in the overall information �ow within the inferred networks between AW
and PU. The signaling pathways depicted in red are enriched in AW, and those depicted in green were
enriched in the PU. B, C, D Outgoing signals, incoming signals, and overall signaling by aggregating
outgoing and incoming signaling together.
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Figure 4

Identi�cation of dominant senders, receivers, mediators, and in�uencers and determination of ligand-
receptor pair communication strength in PTN and PAR signaling pathways. A, Dominant senders,
receivers, mediators, and in�uencers of PTN signaling pathways. B, Dominant senders, receivers,
mediators, and in�uencers of PARs signaling pathways. C, The upregulated (increased) and down-
regulated (decreased) signaling ligand-receptor pairs in PU compared to AW. The increased signaling
means these pathways have a higher communication probability (strength) in PU compared to AW.
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Figure 5

Effects of the PTN signaling pathway on the receiver cell population. A, STRING interaction network of
PTN gene. B, The contribution of each ligand-receptor pair in the PTN pathway. C, The ligand-receptor
pairs of PTN pathway from melanocytes population to the other cell populations in cell-cell
communication. D, The gene expression distribution of signaling genes related to ligand-receptor pairs of
PTN pathway.
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Figure 6

Effects of the PAR signaling pathway on the receiver cell population. A, STRING interaction network of
PARs gene. B, The contribution of each ligand-receptor pair in the PAR pathway. C, The ligand-receptor
pairs of PAR pathway from melanocytes population to the other cell populations in cell-cell
communication. D, The gene expression distribution of signaling genes related to ligand-receptor pairs of
PARs pathway.


